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Visy Beverage Cartons go live with OFS on new Komori Chambon printer 

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, 07 February 2013 - Operations Feedback (OFS) a leading 
provider of real time productivity improvement software, announced today the deployment 
of Operator Console V7 and OFS Analytics on the new 8 colour Komori Chambon printing 
press at Visy Beverage Cartons in Victoria, Australia. 
 
Real-time monitoring capability right from the start of the commissioning phase was a 
critical requirement. “Having OFS from day one will significantly speed up the time to this 
press being fully operational”, Mr John Aubert, Plant Manager said. “OFS is an invaluable 
tool in getting every aspect of the machine working how we want it, not only in the 
commissioning process, but also for ongoing continuous improvement in the plant.” 
 

 
About Visy Beverage Cartons:  
Visy Beverage Cartons provides a range of products and services to the beverage 
industry. In Australasia, Visy holds the license for SIG Combibloc (Switzerland) and Elopak 
(Norway). These partnerships are complemented by the Visy Technology and Innovation 
Centre, which provides the technical expertise to the in-field team to ensure that the 
equipment is correctly installed and runs at its best. 
 
Visy Beverage Cartons is a division of Visy Industries the worlds largest privately owned 
packaging and recycling company. 
 
About OFS (www.ofsystems.com): 
OFS is an Australian company specialising in productivity and efficiency improvement 
(OEE) software for the manufacturing industry. Over 2,500 operators are using OFS 
technologies in several industries: printing, packaging, labelling, cereals, confectionary, 
beverage, chemical, blow moulding, pharmaceutical and more. Customers of OFS include 
Heinz, Labelmakers, Visy, Brickwood Holdings, Murray Goulburn, Sanitarium, Amcor, HB 
Fuller, Food Plastics, Kraft/Cadbury, PACT Group and Golden Circle. 


